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About This Content

Crusader Kings II: Viking Metal

From the composer of "Guns, Drums and Steel" for Europa Universalis IV, Paradox brings a new sound to the world of
Crusader Kings II. Test your dynasty's mettle while listening to metal -- our interpretation of Viking Metal! Five new tracks are
added to your game's soundtrack with this music pack, composed and designed from scratch specifically for Crusader Kings II,

blending the intensity of Metal with themes and sounds from Nordic folk music.

The music pack includes following songs:

1. Viking Gods
2. Locust Storm

3. Campfire
4. The Sun And Earth
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5. Our Kingdom Will Fall (instrumental)
6. Our Kingdom Will Fall
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VIKING GOOODDS!!!. 10\/10 better than Sunset Invasion.. Update!

Changed from not recommended to recommended since the 128k bitrate of the initial release has now been corrected :)

If you have any issues regarding the "feel" of this music in a medieval game, I'd recommend searching for CK2 Viking Metal on
youtube and judging for yourself. It did concern me initially, but after a while I look forward to hearing something new.

I would also like to point out that this music pack is not dependant on the game being patched to the most recent version, hence
this music works fine in version 2.3.x of CK2.

------ Old review -----

This is one of the better music packs in my opinion, however, unlike all previous music, including the base game music from
2012, this is in a rather feeble 128 kbps variable lossy compressed format. This isn't 1992 Paradox. I'm sure this is a silly
mistake, but still, until it is resolved, and the bitrates of the music are back to at least what can be considered "default" for CK2
(192 kbps), I will refrain from recommending this music pack.

I realise I'm being harsh, but there are ringtones for old Nokia phones with higher production values.

I will amend this to recommended once Paradox correct this mistake.. I love the new Music :) thanks for that.. 10\/10 best dlc
2016.

All hail our lord Thor for erdicating all frost giants from our world.

...if he's not real, then why don't you see any frost giants?. Great quality music! When can I get more of it?. The music is really
freaking good. Not worth the money. Neither Viking nor Metal.
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I listened to viking gods for 5 hours while Sips built his city. I had to get it while i built my empire. VIKING GOOODDS!!!.
Not relevant to the game.. I was leery at first about buying. I like metal but not a lot of guttural voicals. The tracks are amazing..
Wow. CK2's soundtrack is so epic and immersive, so I didn't expect this pack to be very good - not only is it actually good
music, but it actually fits extremely well with the theme of the game, ESPECIALLY playing as a Germanic character.

5\/5. Update!

Changed from not recommended to recommended since the 128k bitrate of the initial release has now been corrected :)

If you have any issues regarding the "feel" of this music in a medieval game, I'd recommend searching for CK2 Viking Metal on
youtube and judging for yourself. It did concern me initially, but after a while I look forward to hearing something new.

I would also like to point out that this music pack is not dependant on the game being patched to the most recent version, hence
this music works fine in version 2.3.x of CK2.

------ Old review -----

This is one of the better music packs in my opinion, however, unlike all previous music, including the base game music from
2012, this is in a rather feeble 128 kbps variable lossy compressed format. This isn't 1992 Paradox. I'm sure this is a silly
mistake, but still, until it is resolved, and the bitrates of the music are back to at least what can be considered "default" for CK2
(192 kbps), I will refrain from recommending this music pack.

I realise I'm being harsh, but there are ringtones for old Nokia phones with higher production values.

I will amend this to recommended once Paradox correct this mistake.. My wife said Crusader Kings II didn't deserve such epic
music.

I had her imprisioned and waited for the Great Blot.
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